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Never before published in English, Orhan Pamuk’s second novel is the story of a Turkish family gathering in
the shadow of the impending military coup of 1980.

In an old mansion in Cennethisar, a former fishing village near Istanbul, a widow, Fatma, awaits the annual
summer visit of her grandchildren. She has lived in the village for decades, ever since her husband, an
idealistic young doctor, ran afoul of the sultan’s grand vizier and arrived to serve the poor fishermen. Now
mostly bedridden, she is attended by her constant servant Recep, a dwarf—and the doctor’s illegitimate son.
Despite mutual dependency, there is no love lost between mistress and servant, who have very different
recollections—and grievances—from the early years, before Cennethisar grew into a high-class resort
surrounding the family house, now in shambles.

Though eagerly anticipated, Fatma’s grandchildren bring little consolation. The eldest, Faruk, a dissipated
historian, wallows in alcohol as he laments his inability to tell the story of the past from the kaleidoscopic
pieces he finds in the local archive; his sensitive leftist sister, Nilgün, has yet to discover the real-life
consequences of highminded politics; and Metin, a high school nerd, tries to keep up with the lifestyle of his
spoiled society schoolmates while he fantasizes about going to America—an unaffordable dream unless he
can persuade his grandmother to tear down her house.
But it is Recep’s nephew Hasan, a high school dropout, lately fallen in with right-wing nationalists, who will
draw the visiting family into the growing political cataclysm issuing from Turkey’s tumultuous century-long
struggle for modernity.

By turns deeply moving, hilarious, and terrifying, Silent House pulses with the special energy of a great
writer’s early work even as it offers beguiling evidence of the mature genius for which Orhan Pamuk would
later be celebrated the world over.

This eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide. 
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From reader reviews:

James Fletcher:

Here thing why that Silent House are different and dependable to be yours. First of all looking at a book is
good but it depends in the content of it which is the content is as delightful as food or not. Silent House
giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no e-
book that similar with Silent House. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open up your eyes about
the thing that will happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in park, café, or even in your approach home by train. For anyone who is having difficulties
in bringing the paper book maybe the form of Silent House in e-book can be your alternative.

Robert Jenkins:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you have when
the spare time coming to a person of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading guides. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, often the book you have read is
definitely Silent House.

Peggy Nunes:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library in order to
make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's soul or real
their hobby. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to there but nothing
reading really. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring as well as can't see colorful pictures
on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we know that on this
time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore ,
this Silent House can make you truly feel more interested to read.

Kathy Ahmed:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
from the book. Book is prepared or printed or outlined from each source in which filled update of news.
Within this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From
media social like newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or
just searching for the Silent House when you needed it?
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